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COMBINATION PERFINS ON COVER           by Ron Harris 
The article by Tony Edwards in the last issue on this subject is very 
interesting, as I often use mint perfins on my mail and they are 
sometimes a combination. 
As to the combination of (PH/MC) Peterborough Hospital Management 
Committee and (CAH/A(T)) Cambridge Area Health Authority (Teaching) it is 
not an unusual combination. 
Whenever Cambridge writes to other Hospitals and require a reply, they 
usually either send a stamped envelope or just a stamp, which is always 
perfinned. As in the case of Bury St. Edmunds Hospital, they use a 
franking machine, and these stamped envelopes often get thrown into the 
used stamp collection, and the stamps lay around until someone either uses 
them or throws them away. 
Before I retired from the hospital these envelopes were collected by me. 
The perfinned unused stamps of (CAH/A(T)) obviously sometimes put to use 
on mail. 
I also have a large piece from cover with (IL/EA) and (LCC) perfins used 
side by side, with a London postmark. 
 
DIAGONAL PERFINS              by Catalogue Editor 
Perfins are usually placed horizontally on a stamp and occasionally  
vertically and consequently perfins found at other angles are usually  
misperfs. In producing the new Illustrated Catalogue we have usually  
presented the perfins horizontally or vertically irrespective of the  
position they are found on the reference copy. In most cases we are  
correct, but undoubtedly there are some perfins intended to be applied  
diagonally and we should illustrate them in this way. Illustrated below  
is a block of four stamps perfinned S & Co which were perforated  
diagonally. The missing hole in the left hand vertical pair suggest a  
multidie perforator was used which held the individual dies diagonally,  
and the second example of an earlier horizontal pair confirm this.  
There must be other similar examples. Members who know of intentionally  
and/or consistently diagonal perfins are invited to report them to the  
catalogue editor to ensure that they are not illustrated incorrectly. 
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